
 

Re: Racism at Serra High 
 

Safe educational environments for Black students are increasingly rare. Equally scarce is the 
safety of all Blacks amid tyrant policing within their community environments.  

With tensions pressing from each angle, we are now witnessing the tipping point: the near 
collapse of a school and justice system that have thrived and benefited from the suppression of 
black excellence and existence.  

The suppression has its methodical roots in racism and oppression. Historically, the educational 
system has served as the stage to blindside and initiate black children with their first racist 
experiences. Here, they also experience the candidly critical and degrading lens in which their 
blackness is viewed by educators.  

The educators who operate in these suppression tactics clearly have not developed the 
qualifications and intentions to educate black students. Conversely, they have also not evolved 
to the highest educational standards as educators prior to licensing. California Teaching 
Credential standards maintain that an educator practice a mindset that connects with, teaches, 
and draws the best qualities out of all students with high regard to their culture and individuality.  

The California Education Code, the California Department of Education, and the San Diego 
Unified School District all publish regulations, policies, and procedures prohibiting 
discrimination, harassment, and intimidation in California Public Schools. However, due to lack 
of enforcement of these laws, the NAACP receives an ongoing flow of complaints that describe 
an array of legal violations in the learning environment. Several complaint investigations reveal 
that San Diego Unified School District knowingly inflicts harm on black students and their 
communities with various inequitable practices, and by allowing perpetual educator misconduct 
directed against blacks. Many complaints describe schools as protected hubs with pockets of 
the racism echoed in societal climates at large. 

In such climates, black students walk to class through the halls of injustice, hoping to proceed 
unscathed. However, experience tells them the further they proceed in their education, the 
higher the likelihood of experiencing an educator practicing overt or covert racism.  Here, black 
students realize the cost of integration is being immersed in the toxicity of racist Educators. 
Here, black students are blinded and asphyxiated by smokescreens (of “educational equality”) & 
mirrors (reflecting oppressive acts).   

We take an unrelenting stance against such practices and hold every educator and staff 
member accountable for ALL actions against black students and their communities. We call for 
swift and immediate action regarding the unresolved case at Serra High School.  

Let the record reflect that in 2013, three educators made a conscious decision to paint their 
faces with dark brown paint to mimic a black bobsledder at a social engagement. Let the record 
also reflect that dressing in “black face” mirrors the disgraceful legacy and practice where white 
performers painted their face black to mimic characters that demeaned and dehumanized 
African Americans. Let the record further reflect, to date, hundreds of thousands of black 
students, black families, black educators and staff, the black community and countless other 
members of the public have also reviewed the educators pose and smile for the cameras as 
they celebrated in “black face”.  



We ALL observed their “black face” and the damaging after-effects. 

The Educators decisions to bask in “black face” was a direct violation of:  

 Our Human rights 
 Our Civil rights  
 California Standards of the Teaching Profession  
 Teacher’s code of ethics 
 Teacher’s code of conduct 
 California Education law  
 California Dept of Education policy and procedures 
 San Diego Unified District administrative policies and procedures  
 U.S. Dept of Education policy and procedures 
 Abuse of Power 
 Public Trust 

Though the public has called for the resignation of all three of the educators that posed in “black 
face” and the public has initiated an active petition with nearly 800 of 1,000 signatures signed, 
only two of the educators have resigned, leaving one of the culprits at Serra High School.  This 
means, for the past 7 years, the safety of all students, especially black students, has been 
compromised and the educational environment was tainted. The inaction of district officials has 
allowed Joseph Schmidt to linger in an educational environment, making it easy to inflict further 
harm. We understand that Mr Schmidt is once again the subject of complaints from Serra High 
students. 

The NAACP stands with the public in outrage and again call for action to eradicate racism on 
every school campus, including Serra High School, a Title 1 school.   

We demand the U.S. Dept of Education’s Office of Civil rights to take action. We call for action 
from the California Department of Education to audit the practices mentioned and the use of 
Title 1 funds at Serra High. We also call CDE to audit the other Title 1 schools within SDUSD 
(again) due to the many failures to take adequate actions against documented racism against 
black students. We call for the resignation of upper management and other SDUSD school 
officials who have allowed this matter, along with other racially charged atrocities against blacks 
to go unresolved under their watch. We DEMAND you uphold the applicable U.S, State, 
Federal, and all other laws set forth to protect our children. Enforcing the Safe Place to Learn 
Act is a fair place to start.  

Sincerely, 

A Concerned Parent and Member of the NAACP San Diego Branch Education Committee  
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Founded in 1919 after a visit by renowned author, activist and NAACP co-founder, W.E.B. 
DuBois, the NAACP San Diego Branch is celebrating a century of standing sentry over the civil 
rights of the people of San Diego. If you need more information about the NAACP San Diego 
Branch, please visit sandiegonaacp.org/presskit 
 


